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“I was blown away by Lauren’s  

passion, infectious attitude and 

professionalism. Lauren was able 

to electrify the audience, and set 

the pace for our animated event. 

We have a wide array of atten-

dees. Lauren was able to engage 

all of the audience with ease, and 

because of her expertise, our   

audience was able to enjoy every 

aspect of the event. We look for-

ward to having Lauren again!” 

Devin Carter, Chairperson – Touch-A-
Truck Annual Gala 2016 

 

“Lauren is a unique combination 

of an excellent communicator,  

offering relevant content and  

bottled sunshine. She is not to be 

missed!” 

Lisa Allen, ReInventU, EWomen  

 

As the daughter of a career Air Force officer, Lauren Schieffer grew 

up being uprooted and relocated every couple of years. This imbued 

her with a profound independence and ability to adapt to changing 

circumstances. She never lets what life has thrown at her bring her 

down.  
 
The Colonel taught her how to treat others with respect, whether or 

not you like what they think, say or do. He taught her how to manage 

conflict from higher ground. He taught her how to solve problems and 

maintain a positive attitude even in the most trying and stressful of 

situations. Most importantly, The Colonel taught her how to approach 

all of her life’s circumstances from a Higher View. The lessons she 

learned from The Colonel have helped her overcome adversity with 

humility and a sense of humor.   
 
Able to relate to and energize everyone from the custodial staff to C-

Level executives, Lauren Schieffer is a master storytelling, delivering 

inspirational and relevant content that empowers people to absorb 

and act upon what they’ve heard, and she does so in an entertaining 

manner with a dry sense of humor that keeps them chuckling while 

they’re learning. 
 
Her enthusiasm is contagious and her passion unmistakable. 

 

This humorous and heartwarming presentation, shares the benefits of living 

a life as a balcony person as compared to a basement person. It will inspire 

and empower you to choose a Higher View which leads  to higher success! 
 

This is a fun, eye-opening presentation shows how to grow from success to 

significance - a richer, more transcendent vantage from which they can    

discover a truer, more rewarding definition of success. 



Managing Conflict from Higher Ground 

Communicating for Results and Respect 

Interactions to Increase Performance 

Discovering the True Key to Communication 

Eight Organizational Characteristics Crucial  

to Employee Engagement  

__________________________________________________ 

 

Entertaining, Engaging, Relatable and Adaptable 

“Although it was so much fun, it  

wasn’t just a “rah-rah” session, it 

was a presentation focusing on real 

communication skills that all at-

tendees can use.” 

Jan Moses – Ind. Sales Director,  

Chandler, AZ 

 

“Lauren was entertaining, insightful 

and offered practical concepts they 

were able to apply immediately.  We 

were all inspired to take a Higher 

View!” 

Jean Burke, State Farm Insurance,  

Concordville, PA 

 

“I have already had people tell me 

my communication has improved. 

With what I learned I am now able to 

tactfully, and with respect to the  

individual, get my point across and 

get things done. Everyone should 

learn from Lauren!” 

Mitch Angel, Coogee Chemicals 
Perth, WA, AUS 

 

“I am much more aware of how  
generational differences can affect 
communication. I am making it a 
point to adjust my message to fit 
the situation/person rather than  
using a “one-size-fits-all ap-
proach.”  This has been effective 
since I work with such a diverse 
group of people.” 

Mat Gillespie,  
Johnson County Parks and Rec Dept 

Overland Park, KS 
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